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Sticky Note
Scott Shipley is Director of WxAnalyst, Ltd., sshipley@wxanalyst.comMark Spence is Director of Dispatch Operations at Hawaiian Airlines, mark@systemoperations.comThis talk is about COLLADA™ and its use for geophysical applications. COLLADA Duck is a symbol for the COLLADA Enterprise, Copyright (2006) SONY EntertainmentOn Facebook as COLLADA DuckOn LinkedIn as COLLADA Computing Interest Group



http://www.ccs.neu.edu/course/cs4300/HW4/HW4.html

1. GIS Function Coupling for Virtual Globes – 4D UI
NASA SBIR 2008-S6.04-9159 (LaRC)

201120102009
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GIS Function Coupling

Patent Pending 
12/585,025

Fall AGU 
(2009) WxAzygy® 

SBIR Phase 3

http://wxanalyst.com/WxAzygy

http://wxanalyst.com/WxAzygy
http://wxanalyst.com/WxAzygy
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This talk is about COLLADA Computing, a NASA Phase 1 SBIR currently in progress (through Aug 18, 2011).To put this SBIR into perspective, we must also consider prior NASA SBIR 2008-1, which developed the 4D User Interface (GIS Coupling)This UI is described in a recorded Oral Presentation at the Fall AGU 2009, online at http://wxanalyst.com/WxAzygy Patent Submitted and has been published (February 2011).There are already two (2) Phase 3 efforts underway.



Game Changers
COLLADA Open Standard

COLLADA 1.4.0 (Jan 2006)

© SONY Computer Entertainment

Playstation 3 during E3 expo May 2005

Phil Harrison

Rémi Arnaud

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/1568812876/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoLHUKgT4Cg&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UaDvIPpQnQ
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Sticky Note
This activity would not be possible without prior “game changing” effortsCOLLADA was introduced to the community in 2005, along with debut of Sony Playstation 3.Further information can be found in Rémi Arnaud’s book on the COLLADA™ Open Standard, which is now maintained by Khronos.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UaDvIPpQnQ LOD = Lots of Ducks



Game Changers
COLLADA™ 1.4.0  in Google Earth 4.x (Jan 2007)
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Sticky Note
Google Earth adopted COLLADA in its release of version 4.x in January 2007.This capability enabled modeling and animation of complex data structures in Google Earth.



Game Changers
COLLADA™ 1.4.1 in NASA World Wind (2011)
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Sticky Note
Now COLLADA has come to NASA World Wind, an open source Virtual Globe.WxAnalyst is working on this transition – see final slide.



ESRI ArcGIS
- NPOESS Cal/Val (2004)

- NWS AWIPS (1995)

Game Changers
Spatial-relational coupling
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Cross-track “granules” Reed, B., Shipley, S.T., Stauch, J., Gillespie, D., Walth, M., Young, 
S., Wang, C., Mulligan, J., Overton, J., Zajic, J., and A. Goldberg 
(2004), Application of GIS for Data Quality Monitoring in the 
NPOESS Ground Data Processing System, 20th IIPS, Seattle, WA

http://www.gmu.edu/departments/geog/People/Shipley/wxproject/papers/IIPS/Reed2004.ppt
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/geog/People/Shipley/wxproject/papers/IIPS/Reed2004.ppt
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The two WxAnalyst SBIRs are also informed by Geographic Information System (GIS) innovations by ESRI.Specifically, we are inspired by ESRI’s introduction of spatial-relational coupling (UI) with ArcView and ArcGIS product releases in the 1990s. WxAnalyst personnel were involved in the introduction of ESRI GIS to NPOESS and AWIPS, before WxAnalyst was formed in 2007.



2011

2. NASA SBIR 2010-S6.03-9634 (GSFC)

o Phase 1 in Progress

o COLLADA Math in situ VG

 Intersection, Union, …

o 4D UI for editing

o size  and speed 

COLLADA Computing

Phase 1  8/18/11,   Phase 3 to be announced)

Phase 2 tbd (Open Source)

2
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Sticky Note
The COLLADA Computing Phase 1 is in progress and is moving towards Open Source.We are primarily working on the UI and math for combination and operations on COLLADA structures without leaving the Virtual Globe environment.  WxAnalyst has decided to gear its Phase 2 COLLADA Computing proposal towards Open Source.



Hurricane Dolly Demo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMSF9XC6XbQ
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Sticky Note
During ESTF2011 presentation, a live demonstration of COLLADA animation was performed on a Windows Vista laptop.  This sequence has been captured and uploaded to YouTube:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMSF9XC6XbQ
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Sticky Note
This is a key slide from Shipley, Cantrell and Peterlin (2009), Fall AGU Paper IN22A-05, "GIScience Operations with Virtual Globes" (2009)Caption: 4D intersection of two independent surfaces highlighted as dashed line (white). Intersected surfaces represent NEXRAD station KBRO (Brownsville, TX) scan r1 (1.445 degrees elevation) in Hurricane Dolly at 1954 utc (NOAA/NWS), and Cloudsat satellite radar overpass at 1952 utc (NASA), both on 23 July 2008. The intersection operation is required to perform cross-comparison of data from two independent measurement systems. The method will also apply to intersections in arbitrary dimensions of surfaces with volumes resulting in a surface, and the intersection of volumes with volumes resulting in a volume.



Human Factors
Dispatch Operations Challenge

Analyst integration & decision
- Independent updating displays
- Multiple spatial projections
- Various times & averaging

Qua?

AIXM  WXXM  NNEW  SWIM  FANS     

ADS-B   TIS-B   FIS-B   CDM
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Sticky Note
Current Human FactorsMultiple displays of complex factors are presented to an Analyst- Analyst must integrate this info in his/her head - Analyst performs complex spatial and temporal associations- Analyst makes decisionsEach panel is typically a complex display in its own right- primarily presented in 2D formats- usually in miscellaneous projectionsThese disjointed displays are challenging to integrate mentally and digitally 2D products do not normally overlay without re-projection human error in interpretation of the disjoint panels could lead to serious consequences



24x7 QICP Operations

Preparing for NextGen 
- NNEW, SWIM & OGC

NASA impacts air transport 
-safety & performance

“more timely” NASA assets

Aircraft Meteorological Data

Hawaiian Airlines
Common Operating Picture
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Sticky Note
Dispatch Operations at Hawaiian Airlines Photograph by SystemOperations.com, Copyright (2010) Hawaiian AirlinesLarge amounts of real time information are integrated to support dispatch decisions, and currently using the Google Earth virtual globe.



Hawaiian Airlines
Common Operating Picture
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Sticky Note
Here is an actual image of the Common Operating Picture in use today by Hawaiian Airlines dispatch operations in Honolulu, Hawaii. Note three aviation hazards in progress (Tropical Cyclone NN, volcanic activity, and radiation from the Fukushima reactor). As shown here, NASA data is being used operationally to improve aircraft performance and safety. Hawaiian encourages NASA to explore new technologies which will improve observations and forecasts, with particular emphasis on atmospheric turbulence and icing for ETOPS operations. (For example, CloudSat and TRMM have been useful in flight planning and recovery should aircraft lose pressurization or an engine and be required to operate at low altitude.)This Common Operating Picture provides unambiguous collocation of datasets, providing for common projection, and correct relative placement of datasets in space and time.  Clutter is a major challenge in this approach, and Hawaiian has been investing in research on human factors for dispatchers and pilots. Even if a dispatcher can overlay multiple layers, a pilot cannot.At this point in the ESTF2011 presentation, Mark Spence of Hawaiian Airlines provided a narrative with a live view of the Common Operating Picture for the Pacific Area of Operations.  Mark is Director of Dispatch Operations at Hawaiian Airlines.



Game Changers
Near Real Time Earth Science Data
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Sticky Note
Compared to CONUS operations, trans oceanic air transport is characterized by relatively few observations and a lack of timely information.  Programs such as NASA’s Lance are helping airlines to improve performance and increase safety by providing satellite data assets as rapidly as possible.



WxAzygy® Application
DeepWater Horizon

http://gomex.erma.noaa.gov/erma.html

Gulf Response in 2D

Qua?

http://gomex.erma.noaa.gov/erma.html
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Sticky Note
The current approach to 4D environments such as the Gulf Oil Spill (Deepwater Horizon) are still tied to 2D technologies.The 3D nature of this problem requires users to assimilate and mentally integrate the information.



Gulf Response in 4D

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVC15nUW3uY
sshipley
Sticky Note
Presented here is an animation of RTOFS model currents during the Deepwater Horizon event, using the COLLADA grid structure as shown to transfer the RTOFS online images into Google Earth. Animation looks at the circulation with depth as RTOFS model layers are toggled for surface, 100m, 200 m, 500 m, 700 m and 1000 m depth.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVC15nUW3uY



Gulf Response in 4D

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dhos/lcs.php
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Sticky Note
Trajectory for subsurface oil at 700 m by COLLADA integration  of simulated flow trajectories (NOAA AOML)http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dhos/lcs.php(this image not animated)
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NRL - IASNFS
Cross Sections de Paor!
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Sticky Note
Extrusion into Hydrosphere and Lithosphere and the Air-Sea, Surface, and Benthic BoundariesSince GE has limited vertical exaggeration (x3 max), users will extrude their cross sections (both horizontal and vertical) above the geoid.  This technique is generally attributed to Declan DePaor (http://www.lions.odu.edu/~ddepaor/Site/Google_Earth_Science.html).In this figure, collocated data for the Hurricane Dolly timeframe are extruded vertically, showing subsurface water temperature and circulations (IASNFS data courtesy Dr. Dong Shan Ko, NRL). Also note the ability to extend COLLADA (flying cow) and KML (points and lines) below the surface.  To see this effect in Google Earth, highlight Primary Database in Layers and move the transparency slider all the way to the left. 



Space Weather

http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/pmap/
sshipley
Sticky Note
Space EnvironmentCompare the impact and utility of a projected map of auroral activity to the same image draped on Google Earth.The GE image shows the triangulated mesh used to map the 2D image (inset) from NCEP SEC.http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/pmap/



Game Changers
COLLADA in NASA World Wind Java

“from outer space to in your face”
- Dan Gordon, Autometric

“up in the air, way out in space,
deep down below, all over the place.”
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Sticky Note
Here we show recent progress with COLLADA™ in NASA World Wind, showing full application of texture transparency. The top quotation has been coined for Virtual Globe concepts where users zoom in to their backyards.With this presentation , we hope to broaden the domain of Virtual Globes to include all geophysical domains (atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and space).-scott shipleyDirector, WxAnalyst, Ltd.http://wxanalyst.com
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